OUR DAILY LOOK AT DEALS AND GETAWAYS

West Hollywood Hotel Packages Honor Pride
Both Montrose West Hollywood and The Chamberlain are celebrating, and
giving back, too.
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PRIDE AND JUNE... and joy and community weave together each year with all of the
moxie and ebullience that the event so wonderfully brings, but how to further that
experience, beyond the two-day West Hollywood celebration? There are plenty of ways
to enjoy the pre-parties that spring up, as well as the city's fantastic LGBTQ bars,
restaurants, and locations, all year long. To help visitors make the most of their SoCal
stay, whether they're in town for the mondo festivity on June 9 and 10 or are visiting
later on, there are hotel deals to be enjoyed. Exhibit A? Montrose West
Hollywood. Exhibit B? The Chamberlain. How to choose which stay-over spot to snooze
in while calling upon WeHo? Check out dates, offers, give-back opportunities, and
what's happening at both stylish spots.

MONTROSE WEST HOLLYWOOD... is offering the Pride Summer Package, which is
available through the end of August 2018. You'll want to book by June 30, though, so
decide upon your dates soon. The partner on the package? It's the Elton John AIDS
Foundation, and "... $10 per room... will be donated to the organization with the hotel
matching all donations." (And, yep, that's $10 per room per night.) A "welcome
amenity" and 10% off overnight accommodations are also part of this summer-long
package. Details? Montrose knows.
THE CHAMBERLAIN WEST HOLLYWOOD... also has a Pride-focused package
available, and, like Montrose West Hollywood, the offer extends beyond LA Pride.
There's a complimentary continental breakfast and parking, too. But do note that it
wraps by June 30, so book now and see your stay help support the local Foundation for
The AIDS Monument, which will be constructed in West Hollywood Park with an
opening set for 2019. To find out about this package, the $10 donation "per room night"
to the monument, and more, ring The Chamberlain.
For more information about the event, go to LAPride.org.
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